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Any new mother or father, and their kids, will gain out of this book. Story is written by an
occupational therapist who all describes for the everyday mother or father how BEST to help
their children develop.Motor Development She uses them from birth to crawling, completely
to their first sports. Problems like slouching are tackled from insufficient core strength,
alongside more pervasive coordination problems that many children face. Your Child's 
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What a Parent Needs!! As both a parent and Occupational Therapist, I can't recommend this
book enough! A final chapter is included on selecting the most appropriate sport for you child
based on his strengths. Jill Mays supplies the perfect balance of information and actions. It is
hardly ever preachy, but informed in a voice that is reassuring, very easily understandable and
makes therefore much practical sense. Her book is an excellent resource on the subject -
extremely well written, an easy task to follow and understand. When you wish to understand
advancement and support your son or daughter's growth, or have a kid with some
developmental problems it is hard to find resources which are a suit for your child's needs or
your daily life; Bold color photographs of children in movement highlight each page. A
Wonderful Resource As a pediatric occupational therapy supplier, I find this book a great
simple reference for all who care for infants through starting grade school.! The number of
issues and activities she describes to foster advancement is incredibly comprehensive and
most importantly doable within our incredibly busy lives. It condenses the different stages of
development alongside strategies in support for occupied caregivers. Great resource book. Jill
Mays has generated an extremely informative, practical reserve for parents and educators
that explains the mystery of engine development in the young child. She uses case research
from her encounter as an occupational therapist to show that enhancing a child's motor
abilities can boost their emotional well-being. At last, a reserve that explains everything! Jill
Mays has done just that. Skills add the early reflexes in the infant to crawling, standing up and
walking. For the older child, coordinated motions are discussed which are required for
throwing, swinging, swimming, writing and buttoning a shirt.! This reserve will be a great
reference through the child's early years and an ideal gift for the brand new mother or father.
Jill explains the progression of abilities in an easy to understand format and supplies a list of
recommended activities following the description of each essential skill. Great, great
publication! She cautiously describes each stage of advancement in great detail along with
such wonderful photographs. Writer and clinician, Jill Mays, is who - she is the expert. In fact it
is all applicable to everyday lives. This book explains all you wanted to find out about motor
development in children but didn't know who to ask. This book is a must read for new parents,
daycare suppliers, early childhood educators and learners. The Motor Story is crucial Read I
totally love this publication and learned so much on the subject of my baby and his
advancement. I strongly recommend The Motor Story!
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